WORLD-WIDE DEPTH AND HOT METAL EXPERIENCE.

Woodings blast furnace equipment can be found efficiently operating in iron making facilities around the world. The legendary quality, reliability and durability of Woodings equipment helps customers minimize downtime while maximizing profitability.

WORLD CLASS EQUIPMENT. WORLD CLASS KNOWLEDGE.

Woodings’ complete line of blast furnace equipment improves performance—top to bottom.
WOODINGS. WHEN YOU WANT THE MOST OUT OF YOUR BLAST FURNACE.

For over 100 years Woodings has been providing hot metal solutions for the toughest mill applications. We’ve got what it takes to help you increase production and profits from your blast furnace.

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM: THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT PACKAGE.

Woodings is your single source for the full kit of blast furnace equipment.

PROPER/TOP
- Valves: Bleeder, Equalizing & Relief, Material Flow Gate, Seal
- Top: Hydraulic Charging Units, Hydraulic Distributors, Bells/Hoppers, Chutes
- Probes

CAST HOUSE
- Clay Guns, Taphole Drills, Hammers
- Tuyere stocks/pullers
- Trough Covers/Manipulators, Tilting Runners
- Punch-out Drill

STOVE
Complete line of Valves including:
- Hot/cold Blast, Goggle, Burner, Backdraft, 2-Lever, 3-Lever, Chimney, Mixer, Butterfly

DESIGN, BUILD, INSTALL, SUPPORT.

When you purchase from Woodings you get world-class, proprietary equipment that delivers long life and improves productivity. Woodings designs, builds, tests, installs and maintains all our equipment. We control the process from start to finish. With over 500,000 sq. ft. of plant capacity, we control all manufacturing to ensure quality and reliability.

WE ARE BLAST FURNACE PEOPLE.

We live where you live. Steel is our business and our passion. Our people have blast furnace operating experience to go with equipment design and manufacturing expertise. We know what is required and deliver world class equipment for superior, long term performance.
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